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Compromised Laptop
Chapter Four

the next morning

“dr. howser likes fantasy
football according to facebook.

I can create a
fake fantasy stats
page and email
him a link to his
personal account.

“it will drop malware onto his systems
when he accesses the website from home.

“dr. howser will go back to work and connect
his infected system to the hackmds network.

giving
me inside
access.

“let’s look at my notes on
this target.

Notes

People will click anything without thinking about it
Limited host security software that is
based on signatures

HackMDs not responsible for user’s home network
Compromised hosts can provide internal
access for outsiders
Social engineering is extremely effective

email
sent
let’s see if
dr. howser will
access my fake
website.

“Dr. Howser will connect his laptop
over VPN while away from the office.

“or plug it in when he returns
to the office.

proven
football stats?
my team is
getting killed.

malicious websites will scan a victim’s
systems for weaknesses such as flash

can’t hurt
to see what
they say

and java vulnerabilities.

dr. howser’s
java is out
of date.

I’ll exploit that
to place my
malware on
his system.

I’ll access dr.
howser’s system
once he is inside
the network.
and use a
backdoor in my
planted malicious
software.

“I will own hackmds through his
computer using his system as my
unknown inside attacker.

“I’ll call him mr. red.

Mr. Red (alias)
This could be anybody within
the organization knowingly or unaware
Example: Breached system is used
remotely by a hacker to access
internal sources

There are lots of things to remember about EXCELLENT
Cyber Threat Response! We know it’s a lot to learn, but
Cisco has you covered!

There isn’t a silver bullet for providing
100% protection against cyber crime.
Sorry… we can’t promise that.
NOBODY CAN!

REDUCE

SILVER BULLET

You can, however, learn to reduce the risk
of being compromised to an acceptable
level using industry best practices for
security architecture.
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hackmds security ops center.

interesting
firepower
says one of
our users is
compromised.

ise evaluates devices before they
are permitted access and shares
context with other technologies.

this is how ise knows an IP address
is linked to dr. howser’s laptop.

hi boss.

can you swing
by my office?
we have a
problem.

ise uses traffic seen from devices vs
mac address to determine what they are.

firepower can alert ise to quarantine
any device seen as compromised.

that’s dr. howser’s
personal windows
laptop causing
these issues
the firepower and ise combination
can provide 24/7 security monitoring ...

and enforcement of policy on all
devices accessing the network.

dr howser’s
laptop has been
owned and
vpned into our
network.

$#@%!!
how did
this happen?
somebody
get him off the

network!

seems like dr.
howser’s system
is being used as
an attacker’s
proxy over vpn.

no need to
remove him.
the network
saw the issue.

it auto
quarantined
him.

wow!
my network is a
security bouncer
and enforcer.

step away
from the
network sir.
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Don’t Do It!
Exploits are everywhere!
An exploit kit is a web server designed to identify and exploit
vulnerabilities in client machines. The goal is to deliver
something malicious such as a backdoor or ransomware.

Exploit kits can be rented online making it easy for non-technical attackers
to deliver technical attacks without understanding the details of how the
attack works.

Coming Soon 2 ur CPU

Ransomware
Never stop the incident response at removing the
infection, or you may experience it AGAIN!!
Identifying ransomware means an attacker was able to breach your network and deliver malicious
software. Best practice is to identify and remediate infected machines, harden the network against the
attack method used, and blacklist any sources linked to the original attack!

Learn More

We hope you enjoyed the Cisco Cyber Threat
Response Clinic!
Make sure to come back and complete any modules you didn’t have a chance to work
on and check back for more future modules!
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